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S p n n g
DEDICATION
Dr. Larry Paul Vonalt, chair of the department of English and technical 
communications at the University of Missouri-Rolla, died at Phelps County 
Regional Medical Center in Rolla on Dec. 26,2005.
Dr. Vonalt taught English at the University of Florida and at Wesleyan 
University before arriving at UMR in 1975. A Phi Beta Kappa graduate of the 
University of Denver and a Ph.D. graduate of the University of Florida, Vonalt's 
teaching interests included Restoration and 18th Century British literature, 
modem and contemporary American fiction and poetry, and technical 
communication. His scholarly focus included the poetry of Tony Connor, the 
novels of Donald Harington, and the photography of Shelby Lee Adams. He 
served as poetry editor of College English and was project director for the 
National Endowment for the Humanities pilot grant "The Mississippi River: 
Humanities and Civil Engineering." Dr. Vonalt was a member of the Modem 
Language Association, the Society for the Study of Southern Literature, and 
served the Popular Culture Association in the South in several capacities, 
including newsletter editor and president. He was a long-time faculty advisor to 
Sigma Tau Delta, the English Honor Society at UMR, and a supporter of 
Southwinds. Dr. Vonalt loved and wrote poetry and promoted the teaching of 
poetry and writing on campus. In his career, Dr. Vonalt secured ten research 
grants and awards; published more than forty articles, essays, reviews and 
manuscripts; and was frequently cited for his scholarly assistance, consultation, 
and academic service.
His wide-ranging interests included southern culture, contemporary poetry, 
outsider art, fine art photography, film studies, jazz, the bloodlines of 
thoroughbred and quarter horses and Doberman pinschers, and a love of New 
Harmony, Ind.
Larry was bom in Angola, Indiana, on Jan. 10,1937, to Eula Faye (Gorrell) 
Vonalt and the late Paul Christian Vonalt. In addition to his mother in 
Montpelier, Ohio, Larry is survived by his wife Elizabeth Cummins of Rolla; his 
daughter Larkin Vonalt, grandson Julian Lieu and son-in-law Elmer Lieu of 
Livingston, Montana; siblings Merrice Anne Chandler and husband James of 
Rotonda West, Florida; Fred Lynn and wife Ellen of Mancelona, Michigan; 
Timothy Chris and wife Gail of Riverside, California; and Kerry Gene of 
Edgerton, Ohio; his step sons Mike Cogell and wife Paula of Flower Mound, 
Texas, and Dan Cogell and wife Julie of Springfield, Missouri, and their sons 
Austin and Grant of Texas, and Cedric, Christopher and Joshua of Missouri who 
affectionately referred to Larry as "Grumpy." He is also survived by several 
nephews and nieces, aunts and uncles. Larry enjoyed researching Vonalt family 
history and participating in Cummins family gatherings.
With the support of Phelps County Regional Medical Center Hospice, Larry 
was able to stay at home up to the last day of his final stage of laryngeal cancer. 
Contributions can be made to the Larry P. Vonalt Scholarship in the department 
of English and technical communication at UMR.
A memorial service in Rolla was followed by a burial ceremony at Maple 
Hill Cemetery in New Harmony, Ind. Arrangements and cremation were 
handled by Null and Son Funeral Home in Rolla.
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OZARK EVENING
From a letter written to Don Harington in 1989; read Harington March 3,,2006.
Harington described the habit he and Larry had when Larry visited Don at his home in 
Fayetteville, Arkansas, of going out on the front porch after the evening meal, sitting in 
the porch swing, and smoking their pipes.
Across the street, the dew deepens on the fresh-cut lawn;
Here, in the porch swing, content and half asleep,
I listen to the bells toll the evening hour,
This is the time of calling those away to come home,
A neighbor calls his black lab, Odetta, in from 
Her roaming. Down the street, a sister calls, "Donny!
"Donny!" her brother, in for the evening meal.
The sky is a twitter with birds and dying light,
Light that warmly turns the forsythia gold,
Now everything—the sounds, the light, the shades 
Of green and gold, the movement of the swing—
Smoothes away the last wrinkle of regret.
Sleep, soft smiling, throws me unto her,
Calling me, like the others, home,
Where I need not worry that no one 
Will ever tell me who I am.
Larry Vonalt
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4I've been to a place where the water never stops,
Where the animals spot my every move,
Where the trees extend their leaves to welcome me.
I've made a second home there of wood and nail.
Atop the water, into the ground it stands.
I sit there when I need to, in my second home.
I watch the water lift its choppy fingers to wave at me.
I see the shore taking gliding blow after gentle, sliding blow.
I hear the branches creak towards me to greet my arrival.
They say wind is not seen, but I know it's visible.
I can feel its sharp blades cut past my face.
I smell its frosty odor bum my nostrils.
I taste it swirling in my mouth and out, leaving its brisk residue.
This place with the water that never stops
Is like a detachable door I can fasten to the side of my limitations and 
open.
I can step over the threshold and enter into imagination.
I don't take many there.




Hot Jazz, Easy Touch and Dead Drinks 
Hot jazz.
dark, beer stained wood 
defending my tapping knuckles, 
fending off overflowing beats 
spilling out of my heart, 
and down my arm.
I've never been looked at 
with slow blinking eyes,
I was stunned.
Empty glasses,
holding nothing more than
poisoned booze,
set to death by ice cubes
drying up in the heat
of the illusion they hold back.
Alternative medicine.
I want to prolong you, 
set you in stone.
Poems are nothing more, 
than private constellations, 
twirling in the sky 
for the poet to view and admire.
Not for what he has wrought, 
but for its purest form,
The discovery of beauty.
I've never wanted all five senses,
but I can never decide which one I want the most.
Touch,
Easy and cool, 
a swinging breeze,
a stopover on a quick trip to the other side of 
My hand.
Sight,
colors like dips and hills, 
you were a mountain.
Cheek to cheek pictures, 
hand in hand,
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quiet and clear in tone.
Hearing,
timbre and quality,
I've never liked the word 'satisfy', 
because it's never achieved 
in a sense that I've given over and over 
To you.
I couldn't help but step up,
I smile by myself,
because I can't help but grin with you 
night is the brightest part of the day, 
hot jazz, easy touch and dead drinks
Jose Rodriguez





Of wooden people 
Who float on the surface 
Knocking into one another, 
Uttering clunks 
Of patois.
And this is the living?
I soliloquize,
As I stand and walk 
Across the street 
In defiance





Xanadu on June 16th
"Why do measures of genius vary so greatly?"
I wondered, and thought of a test:
I'll write down a blank after the word "stately" 
and see which author fills it in best.
Coleridge, albatross 'round his neck, 
smoked some opium and started a poem 
and mumbled a jumble of delusion and dreck 
and wrote down "pleasure dome."
But a hundred years later there came along Joyce,
A Dubliner who bloomed with a true modem voice, 
Who said, "I won't have that rime in my skull again! 
So stand back, you sissies,
I'll write Ulysses!"
and filled in "Plump Buck Mulligan."
Max Tohline
English 160
And the old woman in a cherry juice outfit drones on...
Creation has come to a halt.
Unable to assemble as the directions dictate.
How to
Phase out an old woman's eternal descriptions from your mind: 
Pretend her gaudy circus clown pin 
Is doing a show near her 
Flowery lapel.
Throw the projector through the window using your 
Jedi skills.
If these attempts are not effective 
Then stand up and scream,
"We're all going to die!"
And fly out the door on a dragon.
Directions. Unable. Ugh...




Linda's latest storm 
heaves with the force 
of the gale 
that engendered it.
The unstable sky 
pitches against 
building seas 
laced white, blue, 
and even reddish 
brown
as the submarine reefs 
lurk visible
A spit of black 
ripped rock 
is stitched 
together for now 








THE SEA GOES TOTAL GREY AS THE OCEAN AWFUL GETS GREY
James Bogan
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In the review mirror 
during a car ride
My son with bobbing head and slothy eyes
does look to be catching a bit of shut eye
like the bobbing head of a dog
set on the dash of a car
or a hula dancers waist in so late 70's kick
wiggling slightly side to side
So my son does bit by bit
close his eyes and rest his head
to get a quick wink




On a windy day, in blew a thought
It made me smile when before I was not
The best smiles come when no one's around
It is true and sincere, it lifts you off the ground
The world is forgotten as you fill with pleasure
Time is unimportant and pointless to measure
It might be someone else, the thought in your mind
You want to share your smile, someone you must find
But no one is around. Disappointment creeps in
The smile fades. Your happiness decreases by ten
Until the wind picks up and brings another thought




There is no beauty 
where the curb mee 
ts the street, whe 
re the faded and f 
laking yellow pain 
t mutely whines, w 
do not park here."
There is no beauty 
where a cracked pa 
rking lot was pate 
hed with tar, wher 
e oil stains poole 
d and dried but no 
w sit and whimper.
There is no beauty 
in a warped tile f 
loor, where thousa 
nds of shoes sprea 
d black scuff mark 
s like the scars o 
f failed suicides.
There is no beauty 
where old snow, pi 
led on the roadsid 
e, turns brown, th 
en black, where ca 
rs have spewed the 
ir polluted vomit.
But so much beauty 
Can still be found 
In five rectangles 
Giving chaos order 
As bricks to build 
A house above that 





I, an evil villain, live in vain,
Alive in vile evil, in a veil,
In a villanelle, naive, inane.
Veal in a vial, a nail in a vein, 
Vanilla, a vine, an eel in ale 
I, an evil villain, live in vain.
I live lean, I live ill in vein.
All in all, all I live, I ail;
In a villanelle, naive, inane.
I leave Eli, Alan, Neil, Elaine,
I, an alien, leave all in a vale,
I, an evil villain, live in vain.
I leave a villa in a van alee a lane 
Alive in nine; in an eve, I leave a l l -  
in a villanelle, naive, inane.
I live a lie, I, in a linen lain,
I live in evil, all in vile avail,
I, an evil villain, live in vain,




As if opening to me like branches on a quiet breeze,
A journey is started.
A thousand steps of leaves begins with the first turned over.
A man and his book are seen as one man,
But the reader knows different,
I do not sit here alone,
No matter how you may tell me.
I lounge here with friends,
Many and few.
They loiter with me on these leaves I cradle.
They are the webs I cast myself in,
They are characters in books whom I know not as facts,
But as friends.
This is not a book,
No matter how you may tell it to me.
This is a diary I wrote and now I read it.
This is a world I shaped and now I live it.
The moments I read and realize I was there.
I turn the cover and find myself in this world as a memory.
The pages pull me with hands of papyrus and lay me in beds of ink 
And my sensations are not my own.





God said, "Let there be light." And there was light. Unfortunately, God 
had not really defined what light was exactly and so, through a rather 
random selection of possible realities, light turned out to be in the form 
of turtles. The universe was suddenly filled with ill-tempered turtles 
and the speed of light was quite slow. God looked out over His creation 
and could see that it was not good. God decided at that point to learn 
physics, which He did, rather slowly, due to the difficulty of reading by 
turtle light.
Being the Supreme Being, God had a nearly infinite ability to 
take in information. So as He studied, His frustration with die rate He 
could read grew and at one point, in a fit of exacerbation, He exclaimed, 
"Damn these turtles," and the turtles began to be cast into the fiery pit of 
hell. His command spread out across the universe at the speed of light, 
which as mentioned before, was actually the speed of turtles and quite 
slow at that point in history. This was a lucky thing for many of the 
turtles, who got to live long and productive lives and many even died of 
natural causes before God's somewhat accidental judgment fell upon 
them.
In the course of time, the universe was, for the most part, 
purged of turtles and the sale of incandescent turtle bulbs dropped to 
nearly nothing. The universe fell into darkness for some time until God 
finally proclaimed, "Let there be light," and added "and let light be an 
electromagnetic wave, and let light be the fastest thing in the universe." 
That last bit came from God's frustration of years of reading by turtles.
The universe was filled with brilliant light, with colors and 
shades and people could see clearly, for the first time, the beauty of the 
world around them. The transition was not without its subtle problems. 
Many women who had complained for years that their mates never 
shared their feelings found that they had actually been married to rather 
sporty cars. The women had been seduced by the cars when they were 
in high school and never noticed in the turtle light that there was not 
really anyone behind the wheel of the cars, at least not anyone worth 
mentioning. For some time, there was a surge in businesses that 
combined divorce services and used car sales. Men, on the other hand, 
found that they had married a vast array of different types of objects, 
basically anything they could find that would put up with them. When 
their mistakes were revealed, the men simply went on with life, hoping 
that whatever object they had originally convinced to marry them would 
continue to put up with them in the light of the new electromagnetic 
waves.
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God was so happy with His new electromagnetic waves and the 
speed at which they could travel through space that He decided that 
everyone should see light travel at the same speed, so that no one would 
be left out of this new reality. This seemed like a good idea at the time. 
The trouble was that two people traveling at different speeds relative to 
each other, looking at the same beam of light, needed to see the light 
going the same exact speed relative to themselves. As it turned out, the 
only way this could work was that each person's clock had to run at a 
different rate depending on how fast they were moving relative to each 
other. This caused all kinds of problems for businessmen who were 
always rushing very fast to important business meeting, only to find out 
that they were early, or sometimes late, depending on whose clock they 
went by. Most business meeting degenerated into squabbles about 
whose clock was correct, interrupted by late arriving members who 
were always surprised to find that the meetings had already begun. The 
controversy continued until a young physicist named Einstein explained 
the discrepancy in the clocks with his theory of relativity, which not only 
gave an explanation that almost no one understood, but suggested a 
solution to the problem, which was that all business meetings should be 
held via conference calls.
One legacy of the turtles was to help answer a rather obscure 
but in no way insignificant question about the universe. It had been 
known for some time that the universe was expanding. The galaxies 
that made up the universe were, for the most part, all moving away 
from each other. The big bang theory was thought to explain this
expansion and even if not correct, was much better than the older
theory, which was that the galaxies simply all disliked each other. The 
question that the big bang theory did not answer was whether or not the 
universe would keep expanding forever or some day turn around and
recompress. The 
question really 
boiled down to 
whether there was 
enough mass in the 
universe to supply 
enough gravity to 
stop the expansion. 
It was just like 
throwing a rock off 
the earth. If you 
throw a rock hard 
enough, the old 
saying 'what goes
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up must come down' fails and the rock keeps going. If the Earth had 
more mass, and so more gravity, then that same rock would come back.
So it was with the universe. If there was enough mass, then the 
expansion would reverse, and scientists looked for years for what they 
called dark matter. Dark matter was stuff that the scientists couldn't see 
and didn't know what it might be. But if it was there and there was 
enough of it, it would mean the universe would stop expanding. As it 
turned out, the dark matter was eventually found by accident, by an 
astronaut on a space walk. The majority of the turtles that had managed 
to avoid being cast into the pit of hell had refused to interact in any way 
with the electromagnetic waves that had, after all, taken their jobs. The 
astronaut, on an otherwise routine space walk, had an encounter that 
consisted of being bitten on the foot by a particularly ill-tempered turtle. 
The astronaut did not see what had bitten him, since the turtle refused to 
interact with electromagnetic waves. But back on the ground, the 
scientists, after a great deal of testing, had matched up the bite wound 
with that of a small snapping turtle, which were well know to be rather 
aggressive.
From this single event, theorists began developing models that 
tried to predict the density of dark turtles in the universe. The models 
included estimates of the variability of turtle aggressiveness with size 
and proximity to other turtles. The early predictions varied over a 
ridiculously large range from theorist to theorist. The lowest estimate 
was that there was only one turtle in the universe and even that turtle 
had been a virtual turtle that had existed only long enough to bite the 
astronaut. The highest estimate was that the density of turtles was so 
high that the universe had, in fact, already stopped expanding and was 
just days away from a violent reconvergence that would end all life in 
the universe. That theory was never actually published, but was 
successfully used by the scientist who had dreamed it up to convince a 
waitress at the diner where he ate lunch to sleep with him.
In the end, a week-long conference was held to settle the 
question of the density of dark turtles in the universe. The first day was 
spent synchronizing watches, so that no one would be late, or early, for 
the rest of the meetings during the week. By the second day, the 
theorists had all gotten down to business and by the end of the meeting 
determined that the universe contained exactly the number of turtles 
that would be required to stop the expansion. They then had a large 
banquet to celebrate, with a great deal of rather expensive wine and 
settled in to* wait for the experimentalists to figure out how to actually 

















The night sky is beaded with crisp,
Sparkling glass
But mine eyes cannot penetrate 
The opaque haze of 
Reality.
Creamy is the pallid weakness 
That fills my view 
And pulls my disheartened figure 
Toward the piercing earth,
Away from the dreaming sky.
Offer not the pains of knowledge,
My love,




Tell me, sister 
when you sleep 
do you dream?
Do you dream of crystal cities on the sand 
eternal and instantaneous 
that bravely smile 
as the hurricane approaches shore?
Tell me, brother 
when you wake 
do you remember?
Do you remember the blood spilt
on the fertile, grassy plain
and the faces of men twisted with hate?
Tell me, father 
when you live 
do you die?
Are you trapped in a maze of your own making 
clawing desperately at the rose rows 
searching always for a way out 
and finding none?
Tell me mother, 
please
when you die 
do you live?
Are we consigned forever to heaven 
or hell
damned by the actions we only thought of 
or doomed to wander the world 
never touch never love never kiss 
only die?




In the distance 
Two eyes 
Become one
I faced the eastern sky as the passing sun lit up the hills with a warmth 
that made me shiver. Never did such love and such longing intermingle 
as where the orange met the purple a degree above that distant horizon. 
Suddenly, I wanted everything! I wanted to know the totality of my 
time on earth, to simultaneously visit the past, the present, and the 
future, and to comprehend the scope of something that you can only 
perceive when it is over. I wanted to be completely alone and yet to 
invite every passing acquaintance to reassemble in this moment, to share 
it with me. I wanted to run through the sky and grab all of it and go 
everywhere. I wanted to follow each cloud out to every eventuality. I 
wanted to know every path of every particle of air that swirled around 
me. I wanted to build the world myself, from scratch, and then make it 
disappear and leave me in the annihilated darkness, alone. At last, I 
only wanted one person, really. One person to cross whatever space 
separated us and to arrive wrapped in orange and purple, with the wind 
bearing her to my side as the satisfied sun bowed its head for the last 
time.
I collected a pile of leaves from the ground and crushed their curves in 
my hands and held them to my nose to take in the scent of her hair.
The wind blew through my stomach and tangled it up. I slumped down 
onto a bench and nearly wept. In those moments, the sun had left, and 
my dream of one thing had fizzled into the same old something. Purple 
and orange had faded into a mute gray, the particles of dead leaves had 




the musing muse 
is not amused 
as she fights for flight 
with all dry eyes 
and a crying mind 
she spills to the ground 
with not a sound
life stolen
yet still drawing breath 
still she sleeps and wakes 
the difference between 
health and life




spills over the rim 
to distract the purity 
that lies within
hidden from loathe 











Are deep holes 
Severed from control 
Memory of touch 
Falling endlessly 
Through chilled skin,
Skin that as 
I live and breathe 
Crawls.
On the other side 
Of the glass,
I saw you.
Open and unnatural 
As if it was your doll,
Not your pink skin.
Surgeons,









I left the movement in my room,
Hands and mouth making music
To slide into shoes
Arid all but run out the door,
The sound of metal grating skin 
Falling into a grasp at the car seat 
Hands franticly
Digging a deep knife nestled within 





Scarlet stream from my fingers,
So vivid
That my eyes cannot perceive 
Its red glare.
Drips and puddles 
And flows
Toward its former lifeless 
Lump sprawled across the ground. 
My hands to my eyes,
Blood smeared across my face.
The cold wet drops 
Fall
And join
That puddled flowing scarlet 
So fervently 




I have found the evidence of fate - 
Two lines of steel
held together and held apart by wood 
high above a river.
Fate left its tracks here,
And I anticipate the hour when it will retrace them. 
For fate comes when it pleases 
And it rarely finds anyone waiting.
But I wish for an audience with it,
And I attend its arrival.
I know not its summons 
But I will recognize the cry 
And until it comes to meet me,





The alarm shifted through our minds 
And we knew that all was not right.
An icy hand ripped into my chest,
I could feel each frosty finger steam against my heart, 
Against the demon heat permeating from the raid above 
And all I could rasp across my lips:
Fire everywhere.
I clutched my mother's coat and we rode upon a nightmare
Across mangled forms screaming dreadful
Red on black
And white smeared red.
We found a shelter,
But not safe for long 
And all I could think:
Fire everywhere
As I watched bodies cremate alive,
Shrink and crumple.
My mother and I smudged along the ash 
Finding a bridge of safety,
But not safe for long 
And all I could see:
Fire everywhere.
Blurry nights finally led to a day 
Though the nightmares still came 
Because the fire would never die,
The souls would never sleep.
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II
The fire would never die,
The souls would never sleep 
But they rose from the grave 
With their arms folded across their charred ribs.
A demon swooped in from the electric air 
And I...
I watched the machine fire
Hack a fleeing man's head completely off
But he continued to run toward his destination.
I wondered with my child's mind
How a man could perpetuate without a head.
I know now...
The bodies were buried deep within our hearts
But the souls rose up
Out of the ashy hell of night
And into an incandescent day.
Mindy Prado
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The Skelligs Art Burning!
Or: The Day After the Apocalypse
Belligerently blashphemous. A very naughty painting.
Abominous Critic
"I am a slave to visual reality,"
Rod Coyne claimed one spring day, 
measured winter still by the tilt of the earth. 
The rogue then proceeded to melt down 
the jagged peaks of the Skelligs 
with oil paint turned vitriol.
Remote and removed, all but eternal, 
the Skelligs have held the foreground 
to the horizon off St. Finian's Bay 
even before old Finn was sainted — 
since the glaciers slunk north anyway.
Wholesale destruction of Ireland's Gibraltar 
smoulders before our disbelieving eyes.
The Skelligs are burning!
The Skelligs are burning!
A solvent of art-induced mutation 
torments the Rock of Sages, 
spattered in boiling white spray, 
smoke-wrapped 
in "Stygian-Soot Purple," 
which is not available 
right out of the tube.
Darkness is visible 
where the sea seizes stone.
Meanwhile
Geothermal pulsations 
fold two dimensional 
reality
into an illusion 
of crinkled depth.
Primal layers rust out dull orange.
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Fireless flame subsumes submission 
to the old rule of earth-bound discipline 
that bonded the monks to molecules 
of 777 faith-polished footsteps.
The impenetrable essence of obdurate lives 
flickers and streams towards heaven 
in the congealed smoke of hell— 
obscuring an otherwise lovely Kerry sunset.
Even Anselm "The Scorcher" Kiefer 
would blush to immolate the Skellings, 
yet Rod Coyne has melted 
the last definite lines of Europe's edge.
It's all molten now.
James Bogan
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Angela's Abstraction  
Seen as S t  Brendan's 











a white of blue 
to an obscured 
lift
of dark land 
beclouded.
Red burns through 
the opening sky 
limned orange 
and ochre.
A dire day 
framed in fog 
reveals
the longed-for land 
at the last moment 
of Brendan's 
longest voyage.






will be deferred 
but not denied.
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Rather than press 







on the tiller 
ruddering 
a retreat 





He rolled in from the east
a moon rise shadow
inky hole in ghostly glow
that falls to Earth from a long dead rock
a lunar clock
wristwatch of the howling hounds
hunters baying on the prowl
he slips into the folds
of a dim lit barroom smoky haze
unnoticed at last call
when the barman pours
a final glass of bad decisions
and hapless hounds must leave alone
an aging bar fly is left alone
at the far end stool
in the dim light memories
of her long past youthful indiscretions
He sees the old men at the bar 
howling hoarsely of heroic days 
told threadbare through passing years 
and distilled by nights of liquor
Oh drink your drink
of whiskey wise
and tell us of your youth in lies
of long forgotten conquests
of lost love lusty light-haired beauties
ever youthful in your memory
The soft light smoke blurred room resolves
to a cacophonous collection
of mingling scenes
joined through the spirit
of liquidious consumption
that swirls and melts the boundaries
of rational thought and deed
Boisterous bravado 
of youthful desires 
ignited by the liquid fire
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that warms the belly 
and loosens the libido
The lone laments
of a crone content
upon spewing the juices
of a bitter life story
to any and all passers
for the price of a bottle of beer
He passes a table
where the night's final game
of eight ball in a neon glare is played
on felt
over slate
beneath a dangling light 
from stick 
to cue ball 
to five ball 
to rail
to roll softly to corner 
tempted to pocket 
but missed by a hair 
cueing the next shooter 
to rise from his chair
Who is this stranger 
that comes in from the gloom 
to join the congregation 
when the night is near end 
his eyes unjudging 
but darting to see 
the players that play out 
the play's final scene 
of a barroom production 
where audience and actors 
are one and the same 
with the stranger's entrance 
coming late in the play




of tales of old men 
of drunken seduction 
of billiard balls clattering 
of the tinkling rhythms 
of glass upon bar top 
of laughter 
of lamenting
of argument without logic 
his voice rings out above the crowd 
as he poses his question 





If someone is reading this poem to you,
tell them to shut up. You need to read it for yourself.
And if you don't have a hard copy of this,
get one. You'll need to take it with you.
One
GO GO GO
Wherever you are right now stand up 
and if you're already standing get going.
Where are you? Inside somewhere?
Go outside. At work? Leave.
Don't explain why; just read this poem out loud - that'll suffice. 
If you're still sitting down, you might as well stop reading.
So get going
You've got some traveling to do—
But don't turn back to pack provisions
By the time you've considered every contingency
You'll be too old to make the trip
So just go and don't ask questions
The answers will present themselves.
Are you outside yet?
Stuck in an elevator - you should've taken the stairs.
All right. Start walking.
I don't care where.
Pick a direction and just go. It's more interesting 
if you have to climb over something big 
Or go through something weird 
So go that way.
Now that you're walking, start jogging.
Go at least five miles. If you have strength for more, go more. 
If you see anyone you know, throw them your car keys, 
you won't need them.
Get rid of your money, too.
But don't buy things
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and don't leave it like a slug-trail behind you 
hoping that the greedy will follow your footsteps;
You certainly don't deserve followers.
So find someone who needs the money and abandon it nearby.
Keep your I.D. in case someone stops you 
but that's it.
Do you have anything else - a cell phone?
People will call you and tell you to turn back - 
to stop roaming - and you probably will— 
so throw that away too.
But don't strip naked,
People might get the wrong impression.
Now go. GO GO GO.
Just keep jogging—no, running—
and if the last paragraph seems too abrupt, reread it again and again
and let the briars cut you
and feel that sting and know and know
the veracity of its wisdom and do
what it says!
And once you've chipped off those cement shoes 
keep on running, because this journey is no stroll.
There'll be time for strolling later,
but for now just go—escape velocity —
go mindlessly if that's the only way you know how to go;
you'll think of something when the mindlessness runs out.
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So scale that fence,
walk straight through the river
jump over that parking meter.
Don't take the safe way or the easy way - 
take your way and make it your own.
Don't stop to consider the two roads that fork before you. 
I'd tell you to just flip a coin and go,
But you gave your money away.
Two
Okay, so where did you end up, 
dirty, panting, out of breath, tired, free?
You're still on earth, so don't panic.
Find somebody nearby. A farmer, 
a bum, a businessman, the nearest port-a-potty.
Show them this poem and tell them where you came from 
(which probably isn't very far away unless you are a rather athletic 
person)
and tell them you need an associate.
Ask them to come with you—
They'll say no, so don't get discouraged.
Keep going anyway
and try to lose the suspicious cops.
If you need to eat, don't steal. Find someone and tell them the truth. 
Ask them for some of their food as a traveler
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and they will not deny you the provisions you need.
If this ever fails, lie down somewhere in the open 
and the help you need will come.
People are happy to part with a meal for a good story, 
so tell them yours, so far.
Make sure you remember it for now, but don't write it down. 
Fulfillment in life may come second to food, 
but it's more important,
so they will part with the first for a vision of the second.
Trust me on that.
So is walking boring yet?
I don't want you to be bored, so find another way to travel.
Try every form of transit there is—
Hitch a ride if you're near a road 
and go wherever they're going.
And remember this:
If you ever decide it's time to have a car again, pick up every hitchhiker,
even those near prisons,
and have faith that joining in their journey
will extend your own.
But if a car isn't for you,
Pick some power lines and follow them to a city or to a plant.
Count them and wave to the golfers and the horses 
Climb one to get a better view.
Figure out how to build a raft if you're near a river.
Don't steal. Nature is always willing to share its resources unasked, 
but humans tend to be more sentimental about things like that.
Jump on a train if you want - it's dangerous 
but what worthwhile isn't?
Go as far as your chosen method of travel will take you.
Don't stop because the raft floats into the ocean.
You will wash ashore or be picked up.
Count on providence.
And if none is provided, know that time is time.
Yeah, that's right--------------.
You must realize now that you'll never come back.
You may climb time's spiral and see the same landmarks and grass 
blades again,
But seeing is an activity that requires both a sight and a seer,
And if either changes, so does the seeing.
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So when you have changed, no place will be the same, 
even if the old maps claim it is.
Have you injured yourself yet?
Will you die from it? Then abort your journey and seek help! 
There will be a day for death, but it's not that day yet!
If the injury will heal on its own,
tear a bit from your clothing and dress the wound
and keep going.
Watch out for snakes and spiders 
and barbed wire and land mines;
I don't have much more advice.
You'll learn it as you need it. Remember those movies 
you used to watch.
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Three
So now that fortnights have unfolded foggily into seasons,
Yes, now that you've followed the thread out to its unraveling, 
Spin your own!
Don't rely on the winds as your guide anymore!
You know enough to GO GO GO on your own 
And you should know enough to know where 
you need to go.
Is it time to get a job?
Is it time to find another and make yet another?
Is it time to mentor or teach?
Is it time to have money again?
Is there time left to do all these things?
If you think your time is running out then stop.
Go do what you have to.
If living out on the highways and the open fields 
Is drying out your life instead of soaking you in it 
Then find the warm waters of settling down,
But don't forget your days of walking
and running and riding and falling and hiding,
and don't let the trains and the rivers and the mountains
and the plight of a raindrop balanced on a tilting leaf
cease to inspire you,
and keep that stick you've made for yourself 
in case you ever need to get it out again 
or pass it along.
But I bet you have more traveling you need to do yet.
Have you visited the summits and the canyons?
What are waiting for?
Go. Plant a flag. Pee off the edge. Don't fall.
Trek onward to another country.
Climb a tall tree, swim a ragged ocean, 
avoid the dissenters and the consolers, 
don't give out your reserves of wisdom to pigs, 
run faster,
visit the inside, but keep an eye on the exits, 
get lost in a cave without a way out, 
stare down those oncoming trains, 
don't trip, 
and run even faster.
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Learn how to skip rocks again
and how to fly a kite, in case you forgot or never knew.
You never did know, did you?
Then learn.
Find a true child and copy his crafts.
Learn from his innocence and take away his customs—
He is uninhibited when he is alone!
Look at the full life he leads that he'll never remember, 
and never forget it!
So GO GO GO with your newly found knowledge 
and with your travel plans in hand
and perhaps a modicum of baggage that you have learned is necessary 
from your own experience.
Do you have a squire yet? You should see the sequoias 
in someone's company.
But don't select someone when you get there, 
for they have not come to your wisdom 
as you have,
with the torn hands and cynical brow,
with the hair bleached white and again muddied brown,
with only what you need and nothing else,
with the help of strangers as the only explanation for your life.
No, that kind of life would be stranger to them than you, 
for most of those travelers never left the seated interior of a climate- 
controlled car
and they wouldn't understand what a true journey is.
But don't collect their inexperience as fuel for your pride;
Avoid superiority; you have no claim to it, even if you walk to the 
moon.
You need strangers, and they need you. Don't alienate them.
Strangers will often be kinder than family, 
for they are trying to escape theirs as well.
Four
Have you gone everywhere there is to go? 
Things may start looking the same after a while 
but that doesn't mean the road or the field 
or the mountain or the cliff or the depth
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won't surprise you
with an undiscovered treasure.
Have you seen enough auroras and rainbows? 
Is that possible?
Has the lightning struck closely enough yet?
Don't worry about getting struck, either.
It probably won't kill you, 
and that'll certainly be something to talk about. 
But be careful you don't stuff your conversation 
full of trifles—
for one anecdote worthy of mention 
might drown out a hundred worth hearing.
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How many years has this way of life now been with you?
If not yet a decade, then you shouldn't be reading this far ahead yet. 
This poem must last your life, and if it ceases to describe you 
then throw it away.
An inaccurate prophet or muse is of no use to anyone 
least of all you, aged world traveler.
Have you transcended earth yet?
Does a tree have to be fatter than you to be your age yet?
Then live some more.
How many jobs have you taken? How many circuses
have you worked in, and how many docks have you worked at
and how many doctors have you worked for?
All jobs are the same except the one you took at the start of this poem 
so many years ago.
Do you know all the constellations yet?
Can you know the time of day from the place of the sun 
Or do you even care?
Your watch must've broken the first week out 
and you never bought another one 
because you don't need one.
So don't look back, 
and don't reminisce;
If your life is worth remembering, 
someone else will remember it for you—
The past is useless to you, 
there is only the horizon,
and the vision of those footprints still unformed.
But if you must look back, 
look back and laugh—
You didn't really need that money, did you? I bet you doubted 
what I said at first
but you discovered it to be true and so much else along with it. 
You've been to oceans and rivers 
and windmills and slums.
There's beauty in all of it, and truth, and lies.
Have you figured it all out yet?
I didn't think you had, but you still have time.
You never will figure it out, but try anyway.
The journey is, for now, more fulfilling than the destination.
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Five
That is, of course,
until the destination is the grave.
It may come as a surprise, 
you may fall into it unaware,
but if you've made it this far already, I would guess that you know 
enough
not to make a stupid mistake like that.
So when death comes for you, 
at the height of a ridge,
surrounded by pupils, pilgrims, and children, 
the others will know what a true life looks like 
and you can tell them of the day 
ages ago
almost beyond the curtain of memory 
when you chose to 
GO GO GO
to unshackle yourself, beat back the hobble, 
to smile, run, fly, drink, learn, swim
and explode with vibrancy onto the tapestry of the universe 
as a beautiful painting with mistakes 
and jagged lines
but with so much truth that all those who see it 
either stay forever, paralyzed with wonder 
or run away immediately so they can GO GO GO 
with the hope to splash against the sky as you did.
All will give you your due farewell at the zenith of the earth 
and at the apotheosis of your years.
The music will come to you then
and it will sing, it will sing before your teary eyes
and crescendo you up into the sky
ah - that music - you'll know what I mean when it happens - 
that music will never fade
and those around you will only hear it by seeing your joyously weeping 
face.
You will know all things when you finally don't need to know any of 
them.
And this will be not happiness, not joy, not awe, not the end, 
just consummation.
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For you will be completed as you are consumed
and the journey behind you will bow to the journey before you
and you will zip up your jacket
and grin that you are ready
and you will GO GO GO
and FLY FLY FLY
into the clear blue golden purple forever, 
humble, bowed, and able.
Epilogue
Can you leave that kind of eternity behind?
I know something that you won't admit.
You won't go there until you can take one step, 
but you can't do that, and you may never be able to.
This took you less than ten minutes to read, right? 
And you're still sitting in the same place, 
looking out over the sandy plateaus of a 
self-significant but boring life.
Your laundry's almost finished.
Better chase down that buzzer and a million others.
You'll never take this journey, will you?
What's holding you back?
Only you.
Everyone else would've understood 
But you never will.
And so poetry is powerless and we've proven it. 
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